
03-08-2020 The case is received on transfer for disposar.

Seen the petition filed U/s.438 of Cr.p.C. seeking pre_

arrest bail by accused/petitioner namely Sri Pabitra Mech apprehending

arrest in connection with Jamuguri P.S. case No. 43IZOZ0 (corresponding to
GR case No.1945/20p0) U/s. 3791506 ofIpC.

Case diary, as called for, has been received and
perused the same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides through video
conferencing as directed by the Hon,bre Gauhati High court.

It appears from the materials in the case diary that
some amount of wooden logs were seized by police in connection with this
case from the possession of the present accused/petitioner along with
another which were suspected to be iilegaily cut down by the
accused/petitioner. The accused/petitioner has, therefore, suspected that
the informant of this case has informed porice about the said incident of
illegally felling of trees and accordingly the accused/petitioner has been
threatening the informant of this case with dire consequences. on perusar

of the other materiars avairabre on record it appears that custodiar
interrogation of the accused/petitioner is not necessary for any purpose of
investigation. Moreover, the case has been registered u1s.3791506 of Ipc.

Considering the nature of the allegation brought and
also in the light of the ratio laid down by the Hon,ble Apex court in the
case of Arnesh Kumar vs. state of Bihar .reported 

in ArR 2014 (s)
S.c.c. 27s6, I am of the view that the accused/petitioner is entitred to the
relief of pre-arrest bair in this case. Therefore, the prayer for pre-arrest bair
stands allowed.

It is directed that in the event of arrest of the
accused/petitioner above-named in connection with this case he shail be
allowed to go on bair of Rs.10,000.00 (Rupees ten thousand) onry with one
surety of rike amount to the satisfaction of the arresting authority on
condition that he shail not in any way hamper the investigation or temper



/

with the evidence and shall extend all necessary cooperation to the

investigating officer whenever asked to do so.

Let the case diary be returned.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.

Additional Sessions Judge
Sonitpur, Tezpur
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